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About This Game

Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault Toy Trivia and bring your
thinking hat. Answer toy trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash value. Correct answers
lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track your progress and aim for
higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing multiple times and completing

all 25 levels with a total of 250 unique trivia questions.

Features:

3 Codebreaker Lifelines
25 Vaults to Crack(levels)

250 Unique Trivia Questions
Timer Based Questions

Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level
3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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hmmm.....how is this even a game? Nothing to do, I can't understand the point of it. The images and video oversell it to be some
cool social gaming experience, well your far from it. For a game to come out in 3 months, it is not ready. Simply because it is
boring and weird. Graphics are cool and the idea might be good but you need to give us gamers something to look forward to
not a bowlin experience which on my windows 8 PC didnt even work. Also to quit the game I had to hold Ctr+Alt+Delete to
close it with task manager, and I have a really decent laptop for gaming. Not worth the installation wait. Froze my whole
computer too, too heavy to operate. Also how is this a theme park featured with fun? I swear from the looks of this game I
thought it was gonna be sims but a play park lmao. Not reccomending this until it gets better to run and actually have things to
do.. If this would be free to play, it would still be overpriced.. If Konami's Track & Field, Hyper Sports and Combat School had
had a baby, it would've been called Super Sportmatchen!

If you ever enjoyed any of those games back in the arcades, then you'll love this. Needs more events, though.

I hope the game is a success - it deserves to stand out in the pit of 'Steam Slop'.... The Zup! games have always been a favorite
of mine. There are a ton of achievements making you feel cool every time you finish a level, cuz every time you finish a level,
the game awards you with like 10-20 achievements every time. Extremely easy to achieve a perfect game. It's worth it for only a
dollar. Get it.. Loved this game. Only played localy with a friend using ps4 controllers. Very compedative, fast and addictive.
Love the instant loading between games. Well spend money! Good clean fun!. A few extra characters, a couple of extra items, a
few extra programs -- and now the levels are a lot more random. Does that sound like a worthwhile purchase to you? Maybe,
maybe not. I had some Steam credit to spend, so I was OK with buying this DLC at $5. But if I didn't have the spare funds
available I probably would regret buying this DLC at full price.. Continue?9876543210 is an interesting game with some
potential for frustration. It's somewhat mysterious and pretty good at creating tension while aiming to bring about its
philosophical conclusion. We see deliberately low-poly 3D graphics which nevertheless are easily translated into "the world".
The game expects the player to go for several, slightly changing run-throughs, not all of which let the player get to the end. The
player is mostly playing on limited time but can sort of recover in mostly unskippable cut-scenes. Will you find the strength to
go on or will you find the strength to rest?

+ Nice low-poly design
+ Good music and good atmosphere
+ Special exits
+ Live stories
+ Restarting areas
0 "On the clock"
0 A tad short
- Bad restart method - "Have you tried turning it off and on again?"
- Camera is sort far-sighted
- Fade-ins waste time and make it harder to react
- Controls somewhat lacking
- Incomplete menu with and ambiguous option

The game features a number of modes. There is investigation mode where you run around an area or level, talk to people and
gather knowledge which is needed to find an exit from the area and build up shelters, all within a time limit (except for the first
level which has slightly different rules). That mode already shows how the camera is sort of far-sighted when giving a
perspective view. Enemies will randomly and with increasing ferocity and frequency spawn around you. While the perspective
view shows enemies or people in the background pretty well, it's hard to see things in the foreground. This is coupled with the
foreground also often going down. So it is possible that you run the avatar towards the foreground/player, run over an edge, be
in the air and without control over the avatar while unknowingly steering into an enemy. You have a sword to fight of enemies
but to use it effectively you still need to know where enemies are.

Running into an enemy brings you into an action mode of always the same type where you have to fight of a number of enemies
approaching you from the air while you play in a 2D brawler fashion, think minimalistic smash brothers. Those fights are easy
but time-consuming at first but grow challenging and fast over the levels/investigation areas.
Hint: When jumping and attacking in the air go into the direction the avatar is not looking to make an overhead swing.
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Each investigation areas also features up to three other action modes where you are thrown in one of a number of, let's say, mini-
games. There are some where you have to find an exit, there are some where you have kill objectives and there is even one
where you simply go right.
Action modes mostly offer treasure and performance-based rewards, but failing them results in harsh consequences.

The third mode is a shelter mode where you need to hide from impending doom. It's paramount to have gathered enough
shelters or this is where the avatar gets GC'ed.

While cut-scenes offer time for recovery and breaks - they prompt the player before continuing - they are mostly unskippable
and it may take you upwards from 30 seconds to get into an investigative area. This is unnerving in connection with the restart
feature. You can restart the current investigative area if you feel like you didn't get enough out of it - the game autosaves at the
beginning of an investigative area. While the game tells you restarting is an option it doesn't tell you how to realise that option.
Instead of clicking the button "Start Over" in the menu and confirming the reset you have to kill the application and restart it,
then you are loaded back into the area.
The reset instead means starting the whole run over and losing all progress, not just that of the last area. Imagine my happiness
when I found out.

Apart from the "far-sighted camera" problem there is another one with visuals. While investigating you are required to enter
houses. When you subsequently leave them the main area fades in, i.e. the world is turned back on before you can see clearly.
While you can remember positions of enemies or people and interact with them blindly you are more likely to run into a
problematic situation all while running out of time.

Action modes have a number of control problems. First off, navigation is sometimes hard because you don't always know which
things you can pass over and which things present an obstacle.
Then, I often felt like I couldn't turn fast enough with incoming enemies. When trying to stab enemies you sometimes only hit
when your sword is at or near full extension. So despite facing the enemy and presenting good points they will hit you anyway,
reduce your performance and hinder progress in the meta-game.
Specifically the last and fix action mode where you need to turn and jump had me failing jumps multiple times because "up" is
somehow not available when being pressed while changing directions. And yes, I specifically bought a keyboard where ghosting
doesn't happen when only two keys are pressed.

I found the gathering of knowledge surprisingly fun, the random life stories are effective towards the game's philosophical goal
and I enjoyed the special exits you can find. Even though I played through the game with "full points" I have yet to see some
parts of the game.
If you're not immediately put off by its graphical style, I'd say give this a go. With all the little short-comings listed above, I,
maybe not highly but securely, recommend Continue?9876543210. Even with its relative shortness of six captivating hours its
price tag compares well against the average movie.

"Oh little town
shelter me"
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The game is grindy but its fun to play with friends ... and btw for the new people .. enter leviamon server most players there.
Usually i like to know what's going on in the games i play but this one doesn't seem to like it when i read the notes. I restarted
the game many times to get it to work, which it never did. There aren't even any options to remap keys. Broken game. Don't
play.. Awful, only 10 minutes in the game and 6 crashes before I gave up on this. Not worth it, even at 75 percent off. Here is
my video on it if you are so curious https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vOMyzJVubWI. I've played and enjoyed the other 2
games that this dev has put out and I'm so glad I've stuck with them to get to Apocalypse Hotel! I'm not a massive zombie fan
generally, and it's creepy as hell fighting these guys at night, but I'm already too in love with what I've seen of the world and the
species in it to give in to my fears! Being mobbed by loads of zombies by torchlight is super scary, almost as scary as the decor
in some parts of the hotel itself! Haha! But I've upgraded some rooms and I'm making it work. It's retro!

Anyway, I'm going to go back to playing now, but I'm loving the interplay between aliens, zombies, mutants, and humans - it's a
totally refreshing take on this genre and I can't wait to get further into the plot! Running smoothly on my not overly-fantastic
laptop as well, so yay!. Same shiiit as the other games. But now with battle royale, isn't that great? No? No..
\ud835\ude2a\ud835\ude35\ud835\ude34
\ud835\ude22\ud835\ude2d\ud835\ude33\ud835\ude2a\ud835\ude28\ud835\ude29\ud835\ude35. The novel strikes me not only
by its appealing story lines and beautiful music, but the thought-provoking philosophy in it . At the outset I have expected it to
be a light and amusing story on how a boy interacted with a monster, but it turns out that it is loaded with philosophical thoughts
of the author who sees and perceives the world in his very special way. I do not need to agree to all of them but they do inspire
me to see the world from another perspective. Look forward to a Part II, if there is.
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